Abstract. Let L be a partial differential operator in R" with constant coefficients. We prove that, under some assumption on L, the set of products of the elements of the null-space of L forms a complete set in LP(D), p > 1, where D is any bounded domain. In particular, the products of harmonic functions form a complete set in Lp(D), p>\.
Thenf=0.
In §2 we prove Theorem 1 and in §3 a more general Theorem 2.
2. Proof. Let BR = [x: \x\ < R}, BRz> D. Extend / to BR by setting /= 0 in BR \ D. Write (1) as (2) (Rdrr2 + ^>>j
One has [1]
where '(V2miw2UOT) are the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, and p(l1,l2,l) = {(2/, + l)(2/2 + l)/(2/ + l)}1/2(/1/200110). It follows from (3) that (4) Jf2 17imi(«)y/2Mí(«)F/3Mj(«Ó¿« = P{hJ2,h)(hl2mxm2 \l3m3).
It follows from (2) and (4) that
Multiply (5) by (lll2mlm21LM), sum over mx and m2, and use the formula [1] :
m, +m2 = m to obtain
where
Thus (7) yields
•'o From (8) and Müntz's theorem [2] it follows that fLM(r) = 0. Thus / = 0. Remark 4. Our argument shows that the assumption / g Lp(Br), p > 1, can be relaxed: /eS', suppfczBR is sufficient, where S is the set of C™(R") test functions, and S' is the corresponding space of distributions.
Remark 5. If E aaza = E CjZj , l«l</ \y-i / then Assumption A does not hold. Remark 6. It is interesting to prove Theorem 2 in the case when aa = aa(x). This is an open problem.
Remark 7. The results of this paper are useful in the study of multidimensional inverse problems [3, Chapter 6] .
The idea that the set { z + v} in the proof of Theorem 2 should contain an open set was suggested by Professor H. S. Shapiro with whom the author discussed the problem. The author is grateful to Professor H. S. Shapiro for the valuable suggestion and discussion, and to ONR for support.
